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Inside this issue: 

Editor’s Note:  I would like to welcome all our members back from the summer break.  

Please let me know of your adventures rock hounding so I can put in the newsletter. 

Welcome back September Meeting—September 20th at 7:30   

Our executive  hope’s everyone had a safe and fruitful summer.  Please come out  to Septem-

bers meeting and catch up on other members adventures.  Septembers mineral of the month is 

Sapphire, Septembers birthstone so come on out for a chance to win a specimen.          

Junes Meeting 

Members enjoying Potluck, many delicious dishes were provided by our members. 

And of course  Don Oliver brought some awesome specimens  for us to view.. 

An excellent presentation by Rene Perrin on the clubs new microscope and the many dif-

ferent use’s that it can be used for. 

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/
http://ccfms.ca/
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General Meeting: September 20, 2013 At S.C. Johnson Centre 

Please note: There will be a silent auction during the meeting so bring out some specimens to sell. 

Time: 7:30 pm   

Location:  S. C. Johnson Centre– 16 Morrell Street , Brantford ON N3T 4J2 

1/  Hwy 403 to Hwy 24 exit South 

2/ Continue south to St Paul Avenue, past Brantford General Hospital to  

    Brant Ave. Intersection. 

3/  Continue through lights to Grand River Ave., Turn right. 

4/ Continue on to Morrell Street go through stop sign turn right to enter parking 

lot. 

Alternate Route 

1/ Hwy 403 to Paris Road Exit, turn left onto Brant Ave. 

2/ Continue south on Paris Road to St Paul intersection. 

3/ Turn right onto St Paul Ave 

4/  Continue on St Paul Ave to Grand River Ave., Turn right. 

Our workshop is open on Wednesday's from  noon to nine, contact Ernie or Brad to confirm shop will be 

open.  Brad is also running a metal working shop on Sundays for those who are interested.  Please call any 

of the executive for more information.  ALSO PLEASE note our librarian, Roger Campbell, requests that 

all books that have been taken out from the library please be returned at Septembers meeting 
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THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL COMING EVENTS 2013 

Club News 

Field Trips:   See above for Beamsville field trip info or visit ccfms.ca 

Program:   un-kmown at time of printing 

Workshop:    Our workshop has been running very well , it has been open most Wednesdays  all day and  sometimes  Sundays. Please contact ei-

ther Bob Kergan or John Moons or Ernie Edmonds with your ideas.   I'm sure Brad and the rest of the workshop gang are eager to see the members 

come out to the workshop to work on their latest projects.     

2014 Show:   Kim will be continuing to work on the 2014 show throughout the summer and will update everyone at Septembers meeting.  

Sept. 14-15  Wonders of the Earth – The 44th Scarborough Gem and Mineral Show 

  Sat. 10-6, Sunday 11-5 

  Don Montgomery Community Center, 2467 Eglinton Ave. E., Scarborough Ontario 

  Admission - $5, children $1 

  Contact: www.scarbgemclub.ca 

September 21-22 47th annual Ottawa Gem, Mineral and Jewellery Show 

  Saturday 10am to 6 pm—Sunday 10am to 5 pm 

  60+ Dealers,  Nepean Sportsplex—1701 Woodroffe Avenue, Ottawa Ontario 

  For more information check out website www.0lmc.ca  or send a email to dealerchair@olmc.ca or showchair.olmc.ca  

September 28th- CCFMS field trip to the Beamsville quarry.  All the usual rules apply—Safety Vest (Flourescent). Long Pants, Safety Boots, Safety Glasses, 

  And Hard Hat are required for admittance to quarry.  Since this quarry is a working quarry this field trip is restricted to persons 16 years of  

  Age and over. Plan to arrive opposite the gate of the quarry at about 8:30 am for sign in and vehicle tag in.  We will enter the quarry about  

  9:00 am after our safety talk.  Please check CCFMS website for further information. 

September 27-29 Ancaster Gem, Mineral, Bead and Jewellery Chow. 

  Friday-9:30-6:00, Saturday-10:00 -6:00, Sunday-10:00-6:00 

  Ancaster Fairgrounds, 630 trinity Road, Ancaster, Ontario (corner of hwy 52 and 53) 

  Admission- Adults $8, under 12 free 

  See crystals, fossils and magnificent rocks from all over the word, see the latest in fashionable jewellery, shop at  

  over 30 dealers.  Take a free seminar on rocks, fossils or crystals. 

  There will be many Jewellery Making and Workshop’s available at the show, please cantact Robert Hall Originals for more Info.  

  Comtact- inquiry@robrthalloriginals.com, Ph-519-448-1236 or 1-800-360-2813 

October 19-20 44th Annual Gem Storm, Show and Sale sponsored by th Kingston Lapidary and Mineral Society 

  Saturday 10 am to 6 pm—Sunday 10 am to 5 pm 

  Portsmouth Olympic Harbour, 53 Yonge St., Kingston Ontario 

  Features over 30 Dealers, Childrens Mine, Jewellery Workshop 

  Information: Contact Les Moss, Show Chairman at emoss@cogeco.net 

 

Please also note: 

A previous long time member. James Camilleri, is entering a nursing home and would like to sell off his large collection of miner-

als. Micro-mounts, equipment, cabinets and jewellery.  Please Contact Rosanne Turcotte at Rosanne-home@hotmail.com or phone 

1-905-697-2390 for more information. 
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The World Largest Sapphire—The Blue giant of the Orient 

The name “Blue Giant of the Orient Sapphire” seems to reflect the type of gemstone, its enormous size and the general 

region of origion of the stone in the world.  It, the stone, is of an exceptional quality blue sapphire and the use of the word 

Giant obviously refers to its very large sixe of the stone.  It was discovered in 1907 and subsequently cut and polished such 

that it became the largest facetted blue sapphire in the world.  Even in the present it remains one of the largeset blue 

saphirres ever discovered. 

 

Characteristics:  The “Blue Giant of the Orient” is a cushion-cut, intense medium-blue color sapphire, an untreated natural 

            stone with full color saturation, characteristic of most of the blue sapphires originating in Sri Lanka, which 

            has given the stones a worldwide branding as “Ceylon Blue Sapphires”, a name that is synonymous with 

           high quality untreated blue sapphires. The weight of the stone is 466 carats, making it the largest faceted 

           blue sapphire in the world. The dimensions of the “Blue Giant of the Orient” when it was first cut in 1907, 

           were 2 1/2 in by 1 3/4 in by 3/4 in which is equivalent to 63.5 mm x 44.5 mm x 19 mm. 

Being a sapphire the “Blue Giant of the Orient” is a corundum, which is a crystalline form of Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3), in which the blue 

color is caused by a few titanium and iron atoms, displacing the aluminum atoms in certain positions in the crystal lattice. The hardness of co-

rundum is also quite good, being 9 on the Mohs scale, only one less than diamond, which has a hardness of 10. In spite of the fact that the abso-

lute hardness of corundum is only a quarter of that of diamond, sapphires are excellent durable gemstones that could last for several genera-

tions, and as such ideal for gemstone jewelry. Being a gemstone of Sri Lankan origin, the “Blue Giant of the Orient” should have a strong or-

ange-red fluorescence in ultra-violet light of long wave length. 

Sri Lanka is the only country in the world that had produced extraordinarily large gem-quality blue sapphires over the years, and most of the 

crown jewels of monarchies, and museum collections around the world, include large blue sapphires that originated in Sri Lanka. Thus, the fact 

that the world’s 1st, 2nd and 3rd largest faceted blue sapphires are all of Sri Lankan origin, is a little cause for surprise. In fact, even the world’s 

largest rough sapphire crystal, weighing 42 pounds ( 19 Kg) is of Sri Lankan origin, and is the proud possession of the National Gem and Jew-

elry Authority of Sri Lanka. The world’s 1st, 2nd and 3rd largest blue sapphires are respectively the 466-carat “Blue Giant of the Orient”, the 

422.99-carat “Logan Blue Sapphire” and the 400-carat “Blue Belle of the Orient.” 

The “Blue Giant of the Orient” like other corundum minerals originated deep inside the earth 500 million to 2.5 billion years ago deep under its 

crust, in the magma, under the action of high temperature and pressure. Recent research carried out at the University of Antananarivo, Mada-

gascar, whose results were published in the year 2007, shows that rubies and sapphires found in alkaline basalts were formed under extremely 

high pressures of at least 20 kbar, at a temperature of around 1,100?C, at a minimum depth of 60 km, which is the boundary of the upper man-

tle, below the lithosphere. The upper mantle of the earth extends from about 60 km to around 400 km. Depths greater than 400 km extending 

down to about 2,890 km, consists of the lower mantle of the earth. Corundum is formed in the upper mantle where the basaltic magmas are also 

generated. The rising basaltic magmas are brought to the surface where they form igneous (volcanic) rocks. Some of the igneous rocks were 

converted to metamorphic rocks either by contact metamorphism caused by the intrusion of hot magma into cooler surrounding rocks or by 

large scale tectonic movements of the Earth’s lithospheric plates that alter the pressure-temperature conditions of the rocks. The alkaline basalts 

and metamorphic rocks were then subjected to long periods of erosion extending to millions or perhaps billions of years, that resulted in the 

corundum crystals being released from the rocks and carried down the hills and deposited as alluvial or placer deposits at the foot of the hills 

and the flood plains of rivers and streams, where they are mined by prospectors. 

The source of the “Blue Giant of the Orient” are the placer deposits at the foot of the hills of the range of mountains known  as the Adams Peak, 

which is part of the central highlands, situated in the south central part of Sri Lanka.A river known as the “Kalu Ganga” that originates from the 

Adam’s Peak, passes through the outskirts of the city of Ratnapura (Gem City), situated at the foot of this mountain range, and had over the 

years carried gem bearing gravel that were deposited in the flood plains of this river, forming one of the largest known alluvial gem deposits in 

the world that was the source of rubies and sapphires since ancient times. Most of the famous large blue sapphires originated in this region, 

including the “Blue Giant of the Orient.” 

The early history of the “Blue Giant of the Orient” is well documented, according to a news report that appeared in the Augus t 23rd, 1907, 

issue of the “Morning Leader,” a leading newspaper of Sri Lanka, published during that period. The news item was published under the head-

lines “A moonstone sapphire worth 7,000 pounds.” “The stone was mined in the Ratnapura district. In its finished state it is 2 1/2 ins. long, 1 

3/4 ins. broad, and its greatest thickness 3/4 of an inch. The Sapphire, there is every reason to believe is the largest sapphire in the world.” 

           Continued page 5 
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The news item indicates that the stone was mined in the Ratnapura district in 1907. The value of the stone is given as £ 7,000. The stone appears 

to have been cut in Sri Lanka, and the dimensions of the cushion-cut stone is also given. Sri Lanka can boast of a gem cutting and polishing 

industry, which is as old as the gem mining industry of the Island nation. Even in ancient times the country preferred to export its gemstones as 

cut and polished stones, instead of as rough stones. 

The rough stone which weighed over 600 carats was purchased by one of the leading gemstone and jewelry dealers and exporters of Sri Lanka, 

at the time, Messrs O. L. M. Macan Markar & Co. Ltd., who got the stone cut and polished by experienced traditional gemstone cutters working 

for the company. The finished stone weighed 466 carats, and was reported to have been sod by the company to an anonymous American collec-

tor and connoisseur of gemstones and art works. 

The “Blue Giant of the Orient” after it left the shores of Sri Lanka, enters a completely mysterious phase and as stated earlier became part of the 

collection of an anonymous American collector. We hear nothing of the stone, until the year 2004, when the “Blue Giant of the Orient” suddenly 

appears at a Christie’s Magnificent Jewels sale held on May 19th, 2004, at Geneva, Switzerland. At a media preview held on May 12th, 2004, 

the “Blue Giant of the Orient” was displayed for the benefit of the press photographers by Mariano Bravo, an employee of Christie’s auction 

house. The gemstone was described as a rectangular-cut (cushion-cut) Kashmir sapphire, weighing 486.52 carats, and was estimated to fetch US 

$ 1.0 to 1.5 million dollars. 

There are two discrepancies in the description of the “Blue Giant of the Orient” put out for sale by Christie’s, when compared to the original 

“Blue Giant of the Orient.” The first discrepancy is that the stone is described as a Kashmir sapphire, whereas the original stone is a Ceylon 

sapphire. This may not be a discrepancy at all, because the stone still being a Ceylon sapphire can be described as a Kashmir  sapphire to indicate 

the highly valued “cornflower blue” color of the stone, that is so characteristic of Kashmir sapphires. Perhaps, the auction house had deliberately 

tagged the gemstone as a Kashmir sapphire, the most prized of all blue sapphires in the world, in order to enhance the value of the stone. Even 

though Kashmir has produced sapphires of exceptional quality, they are mostly of medium and smaller sizes. There is no record of Kashmir 

having produced any blue sapphires of enormous sizes of over 400 carats. Thus in all probability the 486.52-carat blue sapphire, the “Blue Giant 

of the Orient” advertised for auctioning by Christie’s, is the original “Blue Giant of the Orient” discovered in Sri Lanka, in 1907. The second 

discrepancy is that of the weight of the stone. Whereas the stone advertised by Christie’s weighs 486.52 carats, the original  “Blue Giant of the 

Orient” processed in Sri Lanka was reported to have weighed only 466 carats, which is 20 carats less than that of Christie’s. This difference of 

20 carats can be explained as due to an error in the recording of the correct weight in 1907, either due to the inaccuracies of the weighing scale 

or purely by an oversight. Significant differences in weights have been recorded for the same stones weighed using the traditional weighing 

scales and the more accurate electronic balances. Thus in all probability the “Blue Giant of the Orient” advertised for auctioning by Christie’s of 

Geneva on May 19th 2004, is the same “Blue Giant of the Orient” sold by the Sri Lankan dealer in 1907, for £ 7,000. 

On the day of the auction on May 19th, 2004, there was lot of disappointment in the auction room, as there was no bidders for the “Blue Giant of 

the Orient.” However, immediately after the auction, Christie’s was able to sell the “Blue Giant of the Orient” by a privately negotiated deal for 

one million dollars, to an anonymous buyer. Thus the “Blue Giant of the Orient” changed hands from one anonymous owner to another, on May 

19th, 2004. The nationality of the present anonymous owner is said to be a British 

A couple of raw Sri Lanka Saphirres Sri Lanka miners sorting Saphirres tradi-

tionally 

Traditional mining method 

Modern Day Mining Rough stones sold at market Finally the finished product 
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Septembers Stones. 

Sapphire—Traditional and Modern Birthstone. 

All gem quality corundum {name derived from the Sanskrit, kuruvinda ("Ruby")} that is not red 

is called sapphire such as blue, orange, yellow, violet, green, white and pink. Unless a color is 

stated, sapphire is assumed to be blue. Some sapphires (color change sapphires) will change be-

tween blue and violet depending on the light 

Mystical Birthstone 

Agate, is a distinctly banded variety of Chalcedony, is a variety of Quartz gemstones composed of layers of 

quartz, sometimes of different colors. When it is concentrically banded (often in rather wild patterns) it is 

called by the subvaritey name "agate." When it is in flat layers/bands it is called by the subvariety name 

"onyx." Agate usually occurs as rounded nodules or veins in rock such as volcanic lava. The layers of quartz 

are often concentric. The composition of agate varies greatly, but silica is always predominant, usually with 

alumina and oxide of iron. Agate comes in most colors. There are several types of agate. Common ones are: 

Ayurvedic Birthstone-  MoonStome 

Moonstones come in a variety of colors. The body color can range from colorless to gray, brown, yel-

low, green, or pink. The clarity ranges from transparent to translucent. The best moonstone has a blue 

sheen, perfect clarity, and a colorless body color. It is often worn in rings, pendants or bead necklaces. 

Planetary Stone—Citrine 

Citrine is a beautiful yellow stone. Named from the French name for lemon, "citron," many citrines have a 

juicy lemon color. Like amethyst, citrine is a gem variety of quartz. The gem's varying yellow color comes 

from trace elements of iron. It is a popular less expensive alternative to the much more expensive yellow sap-

phire or yellow diamond. To create wonderful multi-colored jewelry, it is often combined with other stones 

Talismanic Stone—Zircon 

Zircon is a natural stone - not to be confused with Cubic Zirconia which is manmade. It is known as a color-

less stone used to imitate diamonds but also comes in: blue, yellow, orange, red, brown and green . Zircon is 

often used to imitate diamonds. It is often confused with cubic zirconia which is a synthetic stone. 

Alternate Birthstone—Lapis Lazuli 

An alternate listing for birthstones names the beautiful Lapis Lazuli as the birthstone of choice for persons 

born in September. As one of those stones that can be dressed up for a night out on the town or be worn as 

an accessory while out shopping, the lapis lazuli is considered to be pretty and versatile. Some persons who 

understand stones to possess mystic energy tend to think of the Lapis lazuli as being loaded with healing 

properties. Essentially, wearing the stone as part of an amulet, a bracelet, or a ring is understood as being one 

way to help safeguard one's health. Pure stones that have not been placed into a setting may also be kept in a 

natural container and placed on a nightstand, to help support a restful and recuperative sleep. 
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History of Beamsville Quarry 

Lincoln Quarry derives its name from its location in the Town of Lincoln. The quarry was started in 1969 by Aiken Maclachlan 

Limited of St. Catharines who operated it under the name Maclachlan Quarries Limited. The quarry was sold to C.A. Pitts Gen-

eral Contracting in March of 1971 who operated the quarry under the name Lincoln Quarries. King Paving and Materials pur-

chased the property some time afterwards. Flintkote of Canada acquired the property through the purchase of the King Paving 

company and shortly after Flintkote was subsequently purchased by Genstar Stone Products. On May 23, 1983 Genstar in a plan 

to reduce some of its property holdings in eastern Canada, sold the quarry to Nelson Aggregate Co. along with several other loca-

tions. 

The quarry has operated over 34 years successfully. As its resources were depleting, Nelson Aggregate Co. in an effort to main-

tain a presence in the Beamsville community, purchased an additional 200 acres adjacent to the existing 100 acre site and ob-

tained a license on the property in 2002. At the present modest rate of extraction this will extend the quarry life for another 60 

years.     

In the early years of the aggregate industry, the crushing and screening methods were not as exact as they are today. The end user 

was responsible for finding and testing materials that would meet contract specifications. Today, better control over the methods 

and technology used in the crushing process allow better control over the manufacturing process. This has directed the industry 

to be more self monitoring in its product specifications. To ensure Lincoln’s products meet or exceeds industry specifications, in 

1998 Lincoln Quarry established a M.T.O. approved Class “C” Laboratory, C.C.I.L. certified, with a certified Laboratory Techni-

cian on site. This allows us to ensure quality and consistency in our product through frequent sampling and monitoring and to 

make plant adjustments through out the manufacturing process to ensure our products stay within specification guidelines. 

What you can expect at the Beamsville Quarry 

After meeting at the quarry gate and listening to the safety lecture and signing in you will get in your vehicle and follow the trip 

leader to the designated collecting areas. 

First of all the quarry unfortunately is not accessible to most people, as it is still fully in operation & specific safety percussion s 

& liability issues need to be taken in consideration. The trip to the quarry was organized by the Central Canadian Federation of 

Mineralogical Societies (CCFMS). You must be part of one of their affiliated clubs in order to be able to visit the quarry, or be a 

guest of one. The trip usually occurs on a Saturday in May & September.  

The required safety gear consists of hardhats, reflective safety vests, steel toed boots, & safety goggles.   There are restrictions as 

to where you will be able to collect.  Loose, small rubble piles can be very unstable and are to be avoided.  Also at no time is a 

rock hound to collect at the cut face in the quarry, you must always maintain at least the height of the cut face from its base. 

Some of the minerals that can be found are well formed crystals of white dolomite, galena, sphalerite, yellow and clear calcite, & 

fluorite.  There are even some fossils to be found.  Kim and I have been on the field trip to the Beamsville quarry on several oc-

casions, we did not find it to difficult as you can drive your vehicle into the quarry almost right to your collecting spot. 

This CCFMS field trip is a definite excursion to go on. 

Beamsville Mineral Pictures 

Clear Calcite Yellow Calcite A nice Celestine Specimen Dolomite/Sphalerite 

Speciman 
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Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3     Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

2013 EXECUTIVE 

PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS                  519-752-9756                  Campbell.moons@silomail.com 

VICE PRESIDENT: ERNIE EDMONDS  519-583-9457      

TREASURER: KIM LEBLANC   519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com 

SECRETARY: DARREN GAGE   519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com  

SHOW CHAIR 2013-14: KIM LEBLANC  519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: MARCEL LEBLANC 519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com 

SOCIAL: RUSSEL JENNINGS   289-755-3002 

SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE    519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

PROGRAM: RENE PERRIN   519-267-5415  aperrin@rogers.com 

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY & FAYE MEADOWS 519-725-4678  fayemeadows@rogers.com 

CCFMS REP.: RENE PERRIN   519-841-7599 (cell) aperrin@rogers.com 

LIBRARIAN: ROGER CAMPBELL   519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

SHOP LIBRARIAN: RUSS McCRORY  905-389-6525                 russelldavid.mccrory@sympatico.ca 

LAPIDARY WORKSHOP CHAIR PERSON : BRAD McCLELLAND  519-751-3141 

BUILDING AND WORKSHOP ADMINISTRATOR:  Bob Kergan   Ph.  905-517-1832             kergr@yahoo.ca 

50th Anniversary Committee:  John Moons, Darren and Carrie Gage—Note: Looking for additional  committee members from the general 

membership so please call any of the executive if you wish to help with this important committee. 

Interested in Fossils, Gems or Minerals? 

 Then join the Brantford Lapidary and Mineral Society 

Name____________________________    Phone___________________ 

Address______________________________________ Postal Code________ 

E Mail________________________________________ 

Your interests (Circle): Lapidary, Minerals, Faceting, Fossils, Jewellery, Micro mount 

Send with $15 single ($18/family) to: Treasurer, Brantford Lapidary & Mineral Society 

         1 Sherwood Drive,  Brantford, ON,     N3T 1N3 

Note to all members.  Since next year will be the 50th year our club has been in existence the executive is 

setting up a special committee to come up with ideas to commemorate this historic event.  We, the execu-

tive, are hoping to have several (3-6) members step forward to join this committee.  So please if you have 

some or any ideas on how we can celebrate our 50th year please consider signing up and make next year 

memorable for our club.  Also just a reminder to everyone who has any of the clubs books out from the li-

brary to PLEASE return all books to Septembers meeting. 

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/

